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Purpose

 Re-think the concept of risk governance

 Analyze  some conditions towards successful 
risk governance

・・・by focusing 
the Morinaga Arsenic Milk Poisoning Case 
from sociological aspects 
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The Morinaga Case 

 Out broken in 1955

 The largest food poisoning recorded so far 
in Japan   

: more than 100 death
10,000 poisoned

 Majority of victims were  infants

 Caused by the leading company with the   
most advanced  technology at the time
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Arsenic poisoned

powdery Milk

1955

© Okazaki
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Arsenic poisoned infant  1955 © Okayama Univ.  
131 died,  12,159 poisoned (as of Feb.1956) 
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Arsenic poisoned infant 1955

© Okayama Univ.
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Two of basic questions about the Case  

 Why arsenic milk was brought into 
market and taken by infants?

 What happened in society after the 
official announcement of the Case ?
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Q1. Why the Case had happened?

1950  Start to use  new chemical (Na2HPO47H2O) as food 
additive (stabilizer) 

1952  Downgrade the quality of stabilizer

1955   Use the miss-labeled stabilizer containing high 
dose of arsenic                          Arsenic milk

Lack of quality inspection on stabilizer at Morinaga

No regulation on the quality of food additives 

No doubt to the Morinaga products among consumers
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Q2.  What happened afterward?

24 Aug 1955  Official announcement of the Case

Denial 

after-effect (long-lasting health risk)

&  criminal liability  

by  Medical/Judicial Authorities

Approval 

Historical  flip-flop happened in 18 years later 
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Q2.  What happened afterward?

Economical Development of Morinaga & infant 
formula

Production of Powdery Milk in Japan (1950-2011)
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Q2.  What happened afterward?

 Establishment of permanent relief body funded 
fully by Morinaga  (1974〜）.

Signing up to agreement among  three actors (23Dec 1973) 

・ Minister of Health and Social Welfare

・ President of Morinaga  Milk Industry Co. Ltd.  

・ Representative of Victims’ group   
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Several risks contained in the Case 

Appearance of arsenic milk

Health risk to consumers by arsenic milk

Market value of infant formula in general

Market value of Morinaga Co. Ltd.

Actual management of permanent relief body

etc.
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Highlighted risk by administration

 Appearance of arsenic milk

Lack of regulation on the quality of food additives

component of compounds

way of usage of  the compounds

Official Compendium about Food Additives (1960)

『食品添加物公定書』

Echoed to international standard setting organization   
(JECFA)

Visible legacy of the Case in line with risk governance
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Ignored and Highlighted risk by public

 Health risk to consumers by arsenic milk

Authorized statement which denies ‘after effect’ by 
arsenic milk  (Dec.1955〜）

acceptance by public   

disappearance of the Case from society for 14ys

 Appearance of public attention to ‘after effect’ issue

Establishment of new notion of ’Morinaga Arsenic

Milk Syndrome’ (May 1973〜)

Invisible legacy of the Case in line with risk governance
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10 years  Anniversary  Meeting of Victims

(22 Aug 1965 @Okayama)

Turning point of victims’ attitude to ‘after effect issues’
:  from dependent to independent 
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The first clinical survey conducted at the 

Private Hospital  for 35 survivors (1967)

• The first quantitative clinical data by committed victims and 
experts                  All survivors showed serious disorders

• Hidden for two years to protect home doctors who conducted 
the survey from the attack/discrimination by authorities 
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Sensation by ‘The Visit after 14 years’(1969)
Reprint Version (1986)Original Version(1969)

• Handwritten narrative report about 68 survivors by volunteers          
member : nurse-teacher, public health nurse, medical students

mentor :  Dr. Maruyama (Professor of Public Health, Osaka University)

• Scooped by major newspaper (19 Oct 1969).

• Turning point to revive the Case in the society. 
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The 27th Annual Meeting of Japanese Society 

of Public Health  (Early Morning 30 Oct 1969)

Victims’  silent protest against the leader of medical authority  

The first academic controversy about after-effect issues  
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Special Session at the 27th Annual Meeting of 

Japanese Society of Public Health (30 Oct 1969)

Testimony by a father 
of 14ys-old victim

Deeply shocked medical doctors

• Turning point of medical experts and other experts 
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Large Scale Epidemiological and Clinical-

Psychological Survey in Kyoto (1970-1971)
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Ideal/Decisive Epidemiological Study  at 

Hiroshima by experts, victims and many 

of supporters (1969-1973)
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Establishment of new notion as      

‘Morinaga Arsenic Syndrome’   (1973)

Final statement from Japanese Pediatric Society  
(May 1973)

・ Admitted firmly the existence of aftereffect by
arsenic milk

・Named it ‘Morinaga Arsenic Milk Syndrome’

・Apology to historical mistake by themselves



Three steps to the establishment of new

notion as ‘Morinaga Arsenic Milk Syndrome’(1973)

① Appearance of  committed victims to investigate 
the feature of poisoned children as a group (1965〜)

② Strong support by committed experts (1966〜)

③ Shared aim and mutual trust among victims, 
experts and lay people (1969〜) 

accumulation of  new data

<public production of new evidence>
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Conclusions

 Sociological approach to the case can light up the 
diversity of risk framing. 

The case can be a rich source to think about

risk governance

 In the context of food safety administration in 
Japan,  only one aspect is  highlighted so far. 

Concerning the large scale of damage by the

case, what we have learnt  is so little.
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Conclusions

 Flip-flop as for risk assessment on health effect by 
arsenic milk suggests double meaning in term of the 
role of victims, expert and public. 

Negative/ Positive role

(Ignored risk/ High lighted risk)

 Positive role of victims, expert and public in the 
process of high lighting health risk by arsenic milk 
suggests one condition of success of risk governance.  

Shared aim and mutual trust among key actors.
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Thank you for your kind attentions !
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